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Quantum tunneling through a nonstationary barrier is studied analytically and by a direct numerical solution
of Schrödinger equation. Both methods are in agreement and say that the main features of the phenomenon can
be described in terms of classical trajectories which are solutions of Newton’s equation in complex time. The
probability of tunneling is governed by analytical properties of a time-dependent perturbation and the classical
trajectory in the plane of complex time. Some preliminary numerical calculations of Euclidean resonance �an
easy penetration through a classical nonstationary barrier due to an underbarrier interference� are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The probability of quantum tunneling through a one-
dimensional static potential barrier is described by the theory
of Wentzel, Kramers, and Brillouin �WKB� �1� if the barrier
is not very transparent. For a three-dimensional static barrier
the semiclassical approach ��exp�iS�r�� /�� for the wave
function is appropriate, where S�r�� is the classical action.
The main contribution to the tunneling probability comes
from the extreme path linking two classically allowed re-
gions. The path can be parametrized as a classical trajectory
in imaginary time r��i��; see, for example, Refs. �2–4�. The
trajectory is a solution of Newton’s equation in complex
time. The wave function is well defined at each point of the
trajectory.

For a nonstationary barrier one can also apply the method
of classical trajectory in complex time �5–9�. But in contrast
to the static case, this trajectory solely connects an initial and
terminal physical points at a certain moment of time and
does not track the whole underbarrier path as in the static
case. One can say that the trajectory provides a semiclassical
“bypass” of the complicated underbarrier dynamics through
the plane of complex time �10–12�. This is the main differ-
ence in properties of trajectories for static and nonstationary
barriers.

It follows that the underbarrier dynamics is governed by
analytical properties of the nonstationary potential in the
complex time plane. For example, a monochromatic ac field
goes over into a large hyperbolic cosine �7–9� or a Lorentz
shaped pulse is also amplified due to the pole structure in the
plane of complex time �10–12�.

The most delicate point of this theoretical construction
is that the semiclassical approach for a wave function �
�exp�iS�x , t� /��, where S�x , t� is an action for the nonsta-
tionary classic problem, is not valid at all times. Fast un-
avoidable processes break the semiclassical approach for
short periods of time �10–14�. Since an exact analytical so-
lution is absent, it is not completely clear how those pro-
cesses may influence the semiclassical “bypass.”

This problem becomes extremely important when we deal
with Euclidean resonance �an easy penetration through a

classical nonstationary barrier due to an underbarrier inter-
ference �11,12��. This process allows a description in terms
of classical trajectories. The phenomenon of Euclidean reso-
nance is surprising and counterintuitive since a particle emits
quanta and tunnels with lower energy where, according to
WKB, the barrier is less transparent. In this situation an evi-
dence of applicability of the method of classical trajectories
to nonstationary barriers would be valuable.

The goal of this paper is to show by numerical calcula-
tions the validity of semiclassical methods for the description
of tunneling through a nonstationary potential barrier. The
words “semiclassical methods” mean a possibility to ap-
proximate a wave function through the classical action �
�exp�iS�x , t� /��, excepting some short time intervals of a
fast dynamics. In addition, this means there is a possibility to
connect certain physical points by a classical trajectory
which goes around the complicated dynamical regions, thus
providing a “bypass” through the plane of complex time.

First, we consider in the paper photon-assisted tunneling
which is a known phenomenon when an amplitude of the
external nonstationary field is small and perturbation theory
works. When the amplitude of the nonstationary field is not
small the process becomes essentially multiquantum. The
tunneling particle absorbs many quanta of the nonstationary
field and exits from under the barrier with a higher energy. In
this case perturbation theory is not applicable and one should
use semiclassical methods, in particular, trajectories in com-
plex time. It is shown in the paper that the main dynamical
properties of photon-assisted tunneling are governed by ana-
lytical properties of classical trajectory in the plane of com-
plex time.

Direct numerical solutions of the Schrödinger equation
are obtained and compared with trajectory results. We check
the threshold dynamics which follows from the main analyti-
cal properties of trajectories. A new branch of the wave func-
tion is only created when a position of a singularity of the
external Lorentz shaped field in the plane of complex time is
below compared to a singularity of the trajectory. The trajec-
tory singularity relates to analytical properties of a solution
of Newton’s equation without an external nonstationary field
�7–9�. We compared the numerically computed amplitude of
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the output wave with the semiclassical one as a function of
an amplitude of the nonstationary perturbation. All the nu-
merical results are consistent with ones based on the trajec-
tory method.

Second, we performed some preliminary numerical calcu-
lations of Euclidean resonance that corresponds to the oppo-
site sign of the nonstationary perturbation. Euclidean reso-
nance requires a more rigorous semiclassical condition
compared to photon-assisted tunneling. This is due to the fact
that a time interval �t appears in the problem. This interval
is not sufficiently long as can be seen in Sec. IX B. We
shown that in our situation the proper semiclassical param-
eter, instead of being large, is of the order of unity. That
parameter can be large enough for more thick potential bar-
riers. At present, this is outside of possibilities of the numeri-
cal scheme used, so numerical studies of Euclidean reso-
nance need further efforts.

Remarkable achievements in investigation of tunneling,
including nonstationary barriers, are presented in Refs.
�15–23�.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

We consider tunneling through the one-dimensional non-
stationary barrier

V�x,t� = V − E0�x� − ��2/m�V − E�t���x� , �1�

shown in Fig. 1. The function E�t� varies slowly compared to
the time scale � /V. For this reason, E�t� can be treated as a
discrete energy level in the � well and plays a role of a
nonstationary drive. We suppose the function E�t� to be even
and E�t��V. When t is pure imaginary the energy E�t� is
real.

In papers �10–12� the � function was static, but the out-
side potential was dynamical. In the present paper the situa-
tion is opposite. The outside static potential enables one to
apply the reflectionless algorithm in the numerical calcula-
tions �24�.

III. THE SEMICLASSICAL SOLUTION

Below we measure the coordinate in units of V /E0 and
time in units of �2mV /E0. In these units the Schrödinger
equation reads

i

B

��

�t
= −

1

B2

�2�

�x2 + �1 − x�� . �2�

The � function in the potential �1� is accounted for by the
boundary condition

� ���x,t�
�x

�
x=0

= − B�1 − h�t���0,t� , �3�

where we introduce the dimensionless discrete level h�t�
=E�t� /V in the � well and the large semiclassical parameter

B =
V�2mV

�E0
. �4�

The process is symmetric in x and we consider a positive x
only. One can write the wave function in the form

��x,t� = a�x,t�exp�iS�x,t�� , �5�

where S�x , t� is the classical action, measured in the units of
Planck’s constant � and satisfying the Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tion �25�

1

B

�S

�t
+

1

B2	 �S

�x

2

+ 1 − x = 0. �6�

In the semiclassical limit, 1�B, the preexponential function
a�x , t� in Eq. �5� is less significant since it provides a soft x
and t dependence compared to a strong dependence given by
the exponent exp�iS�. The semiclassical approximation of the
wave function ��exp�iS� is called the exponential one. We
use this approximation below.

The boundary condition for the action follows from Eq.
�3�,

� �S�x,t�
�x

�
x=0

= iB�1 − h�t� . �7�

In the static case, when h�t�=0, the exponentially small tun-
neling probability is given by the WKB expression w
�exp�−AWKB� �1� where

AWKB =
4B

3
. �8�

One can solve Eq. �6� by the method of variation of a
constant �25�,

S�x,t�
B

= i�
0

x

dy�1 − y − ��x,t� − t��x,t� + iA��� , �9�

where A��� is the certain function to be determined. The
condition of independence of the action on the variable con-
stant, �S /��=0, has the form

x
E(t)

0

V(x,t)

ψ

ψ i

f

FIG. 1. The potential energy. E�t� is a position of the discrete
energy level in the � well. The x axis is intersected at point V /E0.
Tunneling, assisted by quanta absorption, occurs from the initial
state �i in the � well to the final state � f localized outside the
barrier.
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1

2
�

0

x dy
�1 − y − ��x,t�

=
�A���

��
+ it . �10�

Under this condition

�S�x,t�
�x

= iB�1 − x − ��x,t� . �11�

The boundary condition �7� is satisfied if we put ��0, t�
=h�t�, which determines the function t��� since the function
h�t� is given. At x=0 the condition �10� t= i�A��� /�� deter-
mines, in the implicit form, the function A��� since � is a
known function of t. By means of the function ����=−it���
the condition �10� reads

1

2
�

0

x dy
�1 − y − �

= ���� + it . �12�

In this equation one can consider � as a variable and �
=h�i��. It is easy to show that

x = �� + it��2�1 − h�i�� − � − it� . �13�

Equation �13� determines the function ��x , t�. As follows
from Eqs. �11� and �13�,

i
�S�x,t�

�x
= B�� + it − �1 − h�i��� . �14�

The action can be calculated from the equation

iS�x,t� = B�
−it

�

d�1
�x

��1
���x1,t� + it − �1 − h�i��� . �15�

After a short calculation we obtain

iS�x,t�
B

=
2

3
��1 − h�i�� − � − it�3 −

2

3
�1 − h�i���3/2

− �� + it�h�i�� + �
−it

�

d�1h�i�1� . �16�

Equation �16� provides the semiclassical solution of the
problem if to insert the function ��x , t� from Eq. �13�.

IV. PHOTON-ASSISTED TUNNELING

We specify below a time dependence of the energy level
in the � well �1�, E�t�=Vh�t�, in the Lorentz form

h�t� =
h

1 + �2t2 , �17�

where h and � are dimensionless parameters satisfying the
conditions 0�h�1 and ��1. The pulse �17� is soft com-
pared to the short time scale 1 /B. The particle under the
barrier absorbs quanta of the external nonstationary pertur-
bation �17� and exits from under the barrier with a higher
energy as shown in Fig. 1. This process is called photon-
assisted tunneling. From Eq. �16� one can analyze dynamics
of the wave function �5�. At t→−	 the barrier is static. In
this case, as follows from Eq. �13�, 1−x= �1−��2. Equations

�5� �without the preexponent� and �16� result in the known
WKB expression

� � exp	AWKB

2
��1 − x�3/2 − 1�
, t → − 	 . �18�

Equation �18� relates to the branch indicated in Fig. 2�a� as 1.
In addition to that, as follows from Eq. �16�, the new

branch, denoted as 2 in Fig. 2�a�, is near to being created.
This means that, according to semiclassical approximation, it
exists but the proper contribution to the wave function of the
type �5� has zero coefficient a=0. When h�t� reaches its
maximum �t=0�, the new branch touches branch 1, as in Fig.
2�b�, and the coefficient a becomes nonzero. This short-time
process is substantially nonsemiclassical. At positive t the
new branch 2 moves away from the barrier as a semiclassical
wave packet.

The states before and after tunneling are denoted as �i and
� f in Fig. 1. The tunneling probability can be defined as w
= �� f /�i�2, where �i=��0,0� is associated with the branch 1
and � f is an amplitude value of branch 2 in Fig. 2�b�. The
tunneling probability, with the exponential accuracy, is given
by

w � exp�2iS�x0,0�� , �19�

where x0 relates to the maximum of the branch 2 where
�S�x ,0� /�x=0. It follows from Eqs. �13� and �14� that x0

=�0
2. The parameter �0 satisfies the equation

1 − �0
2 = h�i�0� . �20�

As follows from Eqs. �16� and �19�,

x0

x

(b)

(a)
2

1

2

0

trajectory

ψ

1

1
1

1

1 | |

FIG. 2. The branches of the wave function at 0�h followed
from the semiclassical approximation. �a� t�0. Curve 1 corre-
sponds to the conventional WKB branch at t→−	 when the barrier
is static. Branch 2 still does not exist. �b� t=0. Branch 2 is created.
The initial point �branch 1, x=0� and the final one �branch 2, the top
point� are connected by the classical trajectory in imaginary time
�“bypass”�. x is measured in units of V /E0.
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w � exp�− A�, A = 2B��0 −
�0

3

3
− �

0

�0

d�h�i�� . �21�

Equations �20� and �21� determine the tunneling probability
with the exponential accuracy if to express �0 from Eq. �20�
and to insert into Eq. �21�.

In the static case, h=0, the particle escapes from under
the barrier with zero energy. Under the nonstationary condi-
tions the energy of the outgoing particle, �E, is determined
by its potential energy �1−x0�V at the point x0 since the
kinetic energy is zero due to the condition �S�x ,0� /�x=0 at
that point. So the energy of the outgoing particle �the state � f
in Fig. 1� is

�E = �1 − �0
2�V . �22�

V. CLASSICAL TRAJECTORY

The tunneling probability is given, with the exponential
accuracy, by Eqs. �20� and �21�, which follow from the
Hamilton-Jacobi formalism. In this section we show that the
same result can be obtained by a simple method of classical
trajectories in imaginary time �=−it. The classical trajectory
starts at the top point of branch 2 in Fig. 2�b�, where �=0 and
�x /��=0. The trajectory ends up at the certain imaginary
time �0 where the coordinate x��0�=0 belongs to the � well.
This imaginary time �0 coincides with the parameter �0 in-
troduced in Sec. IV. The trajectory is determined by New-
ton’s equation

1

2

�2x

��2 = − 1, � �x���
��

�
�0

= − 2�1 − h�i�0� . �23�

The second equation is the boundary condition which coin-
cides with Eq. �20�. The solution has the form

x��� = �0
2 − �2. �24�

We consider the wave function not in the whole x , t plane but
on the trajectory ��x��� , i��. Then the equation holds

��x��0�,i�0� = exp	B�
0

�0

d��1

4
	 �x

��

2

+ 1 − x
� f ,

�25�

where � f =��x�0� ,0� and the expression in the square brack-
ets is the Lagrangian. Since the energy E�t�=Vh�t� is a slow
function of t the semiclassical relation

��x��0�,i�0� = exp�B�
0

�0

h�i��d��i �26�

is valid where �i=��x��0� ,0�. By means of Eqs. �25� and
�26� one can write the tunneling probability w= �� f /�i�2 in
the form w�exp�−A�, where

A = 2B�
0

�0

d��1

4
	 �x

��

2

+ 1 − x − h�i�� . �27�

In this expression the parameter �0 is determined by Eq. �20�.
If we insert the solution �24� into Eq. �27�, we obtain the

previous result �21�. The energy of the outgoing particle is
given by the same expression �22� or, in other words, �E
=E�i�0�.

The trajectory in imaginary time provides a connection of
the two points in Fig. 2�b� shown by the dashed curve. This
is a “bypass” through the complex t plane of the complicated
dynamics in real time. For our Lorentz pulse �17� it follows
from Eqs. �20� and �21� that

A

2B
= �0 −

�0
3

3
−

h

2�
ln

1 + ��0

1 − ��0
, 1 − �0

2 =
h

1 − �2�0
2 ,

�28�

where one should choose a lowest root for �0. In the static
case �h=0� �0=1 and A has the static limit value AWKB �8�.

When h is not zero the parameter �, indicating the width
of the nonstationary pulse �17�, plays a crucial role in the
dynamics of the system. It is easy to show in the case of a
small h. When ��1 the parameter �0 hardly differs from
unity, �0=1−h /2�1−�2�. Under this condition, A is close to
its static limit value AWKB and the energy of the outgoing
particle �E=hV / �1−�2� is small. The amplitude of the gen-
erated wave packet is close to the equilibrium value of the
wave function exp�−AWKB /2� at the conventional WKB exit
point x=1. This means that the wave packet dynamics is not
very pronounced.

When 1��, due to the singularity of the pulse, even a
small parameter h can substantially influence �0, which be-
comes approximately equal to 1/� as follows from Eq. �28�.
As a result, one can present the action �28� at a small h in the
form

A � AWKB�1, � � 1,

�3�2 − 1�/2�3, 1 � � .
�29�

At �
1 the outgoing particle has the energy �E
= �1−1/�2�V.

We see that the tunneling rate is strongly increased �a
reduction of A� when � exceeds the threshold value �=1.
This is a result of analytical properties of the function h�t� in
the complex plane which has a pole at t= i /�. On the other
hand, in the considered limit of a small h the classical tra-
jectory has a singularity at t= i which is simply a time of
motion to the point x=0 of singularity of the potential �1�
�7–9�. At ��1 the pole of the external pulse is placed
higher in the complex plane compared to the position of the
trajectory singularity and the effect is weak. With the in-
crease of � the two singularities merge at �=1 and at a
larger � the pole of h�t� is beneath the trajectory singularity
resulting in the strong effect.

One should note that the result �29� at �
1 can be ob-
tained by an approximate method of representation of the
total probability as a product of one due to quanta absorption
and another due to subsequent tunneling with a higher en-
ergy. An optimization with respect to the frequency of an
individual quantum and a number of those absorbed quanta
is generic, to some extent, with the trajectory method. We
do not repeat the calculation here but refer the reader to
Ref. �10�.
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VI. NUMERICAL STUDY OF PHOTON-ASSISTED
TUNNELING

In order to check the above predictions we performed the
direct numerical solution of the Schrödinger equation using
the difference Crank-Nicolson scheme. The � function was
modeled by a deep rectangular well of the width of a few
steps �x=5�10−4 in coordinate. We used different steps in
time �t between 5�10−4 and 5�10−5 and different calcula-
tion precisions of 15, 30, and 100 digits. At the points x
= ±6 the transparent boundary conditions were imposed �24�.
In order to match this reflectionless scheme the potential was
chosen at a nonzero x in the form �1− �x � � at �x � �6 and −5
otherwise. According to quantum mechanical calculations,
the reflection due to the change of the potential slope at x
=6 is small, of the order of 10−3 �1�. In the numerical calcu-
lations no reflection was observed. First, we calculated a
wave function for a static potential �h�t�=0�. Then we
switched on the pulse �17� and started with a large negative t
when h�t� was very small to exclude switch effects.

At sufficiently moderate ��1 no formation of an outgo-
ing packet was observed, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. The
increase of the tunneling rate, due to a small reduction of the
barrier slope, is small. This relates to the result �29� at �
�1.

At a larger �1 �Fig. 4� a very pronounced wave packet
is formed which propagates away from the barrier. This re-
lates to the result �29� at �
1.

The dynamics of the packet generation in Fig. 4 corre-
sponds to the theoretical scenario sketched in Fig. 2. At t
=0 the wave function hardly differs from the static one since
the new branch is formed but remains hidden as in Fig. 2�b�.
At a positive t the new branch moves to the right, resulting in
the appearance of the packet in Fig. 4 at t�0.8. At a larger t
the wave packet smoothly disappears at the point x=6 where
the reflectionless condition is imposed �24�.

Figures 3 and 4 relate to different regimes with respect to
the threshold frequency �=1. Actually, the threshold behav-
ior �29� occurs in the limit of a small h. The value h=0.1
used is small but finite and the threshold form �29� smears
out into a narrow crossover region around �=1. This can be
clearly seen in Fig. 5 where for �=0.5 and 0.8 the dynamics
is smooth, but for �=1.5 and 2.0 it changes qualitatively
exhibiting a formation of the pronounced wave packet.

To demonstrate a further coincidence between the trajec-
tory predictions and the numerical results we plot an ampli-
tude of the wave packet versus h at �=2.0 in Fig. 6. The
theoretical curve for the moment t=0 follows from Eq. �28�
where we take ���max=exp�−A /2�. In this expression a pre-
exponential factor is neglected. The numerical results are
taken at the moment t=1.0 since at t=0 the branch is hidden.
One can see from Fig. 6 that the both dependences are in a

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
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-15
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-5

0

ln
|

|

0.0

t = -1.5

1.6

ψ
Ω = 0.5

FIG. 3. �Color online� The numerically calculated dynamics of
the wave function for h=0.1 and B=20 when � is less than the
threshold. x is measured in units of V /E0.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The numerically calculated dynamics
of the wave function at h=0.1 and B=20 when � exceeds the
threshold. x is measured in units of V /E0.
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= 0.5

ψ

FIG. 5. �Color online� The numerically calculated wave function
at h=0.1 and B=20. There is the crossover between the smooth
behavior at �=0.5 and 0.8 and the qualitatively different dynamics
�wave packet formation� at �=1.5 and �=2.0. x is measured in
units of V /E0.
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ψ
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FIG. 6. �Color online� The numerically calculated dependence
of the wave packet amplitude for B=20 at the moment t=1.0 versus
h is shown by the circled curve. The theoretical dependence �with-
out a pre-exponent� at t=0 is drawn by the solid curve. x is mea-
sured in units of V /E0.
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reasonable agreement. The difference is due to a missing
preexponential factor for the upper �theoretical� curve in Fig.
6. Another reason for the difference in the curves position is
due to the fact that they are taken at different moments of
time. The preexponential factor for branch 2 in Fig. 2�b�
should be approximately 0.2 to obtain a coincidence.

One should note that when a position of the energy level
in the � well varies in time just within 2%, the semiclassical
approach is still valid and the dynamics is governed by the
analytical properties of h�t� in the complex plane of time.
The presented approach should be broken at sufficiently
small h which is less than 0.02.

VII. EUCLIDEAN RESONANCE

In the previous sections we considered a positive particle
energy E�t� �0�h�, which results in a positive energy �E of
the outgoing particle. In that case the energy of the state � f in
Fig. 1 is higher than the one for state �i. This corresponds to
photon-assisted tunneling.

When E�t� is negative �h�0� the exit energy �E can be
negative when the energy of � f is lower than the one for �i.
In this situation a phenomenon of Euclidean resonance can
occur when quanta emissions strongly interfere with tunnel-
ing �11,12�. At negative h, the formalism, developed in Secs.
III and V, remains valid if it is to formally change the sign of
h. Analogously to Fig. 2, one can follow branch dynamics
also at a negative h on the basis of Eqs. �13� and �16�:

�1� At t→−	, the situation is static and close to WKB.
�2� t�−�t. Under increase of time the WKB branch 1-1

deforms as shown in Fig. 7. In addition to that, the branch
2-2, indicated in Fig. 7 and which still does not exist, has a
tendency to appear. The parameter �t�1 can be evaluated
from Eqs. �13� and �16�.

�3� t=−�t. The curve 2-2 touches the branch 1-1 and
formation of the branch 2-2 occurs within the short nonsemi-
classical time 1/B�1. Since the interval �t�1 is of a semi-
classical order of magnitude, the fast nonsemiclassical pro-
cesses, occurring within the time scale 1 /B�1, have
sufficient time to form the branch 2-2 in Fig. 8.

�4� −�t� t��t. The reconnected branches are shown in
Fig. 8 at t=0. Forms of them can be calculated by means of
Eqs. �13� and �16� where one should substitute the function

�17� with a negative h. There is a cubic algebraic equation
for �2. One solution is real related to the branch 1-2 in Fig. 8.
Two other complex conjugated solutions result in one branch
of ���. This is branch 2-1 in Fig. 8. It is remarkable that
during this finite interval of time branch 1-2 starts at the
potential well, x=0, and continues up to the point of maxi-
mum with no violation of semiclassical conditions. The
maximum of branch 1-2 in Fig. 8 determines the tunneling
probability given by Eqs. �20� and �21�, which can also be
calculated by a classical trajectory as in Sec. V. This trajec-
tory is denoted in Fig. 8 by the dashed curve.

�5� t=�t. The branches initially touch each other at some
point and then they are detached during the short nonsemi-
classical time 1/B�1.

�6� �t� t. The generated branch 2-2 �similar to one in Fig.
7� is now physical and propagates to the right as a wave
packet.

The formalism of classical trajectories in imaginary time,
developed in Sec. V, results at h�0 in the tunneling prob-
ability

w � exp�− A�, A = AWKBf��,h��� − �R�h�� , �30�

where the function f�� ,h� is generally of the order of unity.
At the resonance frequency �R�h� the action formally equals
zero. This phenomenon is called Euclidean resonance
�11,12�. The approximation used allows one to approach the
resonance frequency keeping the condition of small
exp�−A�. Otherwise, one has to use a multi-instanton formal-
ism.

It is instructive to consider small �h � �1 when one can
easily obtain exact analytical formulas. We omit details since
analogous calculations are demonstrated in Refs. �11,12�. In
this case A has the form

A = AWKB

�3�1 + ��3�
2�3 �� − �R�h�� , �31�

with the resonance frequency

�R�h� �
1
�3

	1 −
�h�
4

 . �32�

The energy of the outgoing particle �22� is

0

1

2

1

x

| |ψ

2

1

1

FIG. 7. The branches of the wave function at h�0 and the
moment t�−�t followed from the semiclassical approximation.
The initial branch 1-1 is deformed compared to the WKB state. The
branch 2-2 almost touches branch 1-1 having a tendency to appear.
x is measured in units of V /E0.

x0

trajectory

2

1

b

1

a
2

1

| |ψ
1

FIG. 8. The branches of the wave function at h�0 and the
moment t=0 followed from the semiclassical approximation. The
branches are already reconnected compared to Fig. 7. The classical
trajectory in imaginary time �the dashed curve� connects the point at
the potential well, x=0, and the top point. x is measured in units of
V /E0.
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�E =
�2 − 1

�2 V . �33�

Equations �31�–�33� are applicable for frequencies �R��.
There is also an upper restriction for �. It should not exceed
the semiclassical limit which, in the dimensionless units, is
of the order of the large parameter AWKB. In the physical
units, this condition reads ���V.

VIII. NUMERICAL STUDY OF EUCLIDEAN RESONANCE

For the case of a negative h the same numerical scheme is
used as described in Sec. VI. We take the value h=−0.28. As
follows from Eqs. �13� and �16�, the resonance frequency in
Eq. �30� is �R�−0.28��0.443. For calculations the param-
eter �=0.5 is taken. So, we are now a little away from the
resonance. In other words, the maximum of branch 1-2 in
Fig. 8 does not reach a value of the order of ���0,0��. By
means of Eqs. �13� and �16� one can evaluate the important
time interval discussed in Sec. VII as �t�0.22.

The result of numerical calculations is shown in Fig. 9 by
the thick curve that corresponds to the moment t=0. In the
same figure the two branches, 1-2 and 2-1, of Fig. 8 are
drawn as thin curves. Those branches are calculated on the
basis of Eqs. �13� and �16�, which account for only the clas-
sical action in Eq. �5� without the preexponent a�x , t�.

These numerical results are discussed in Sec. IX B.

IX. DISCUSSIONS

A. Photon-assisted tunneling

As one can see in Sec. VI, for photon-assisted tunneling
�0�h� the predictions made on the basis of the semiclassical
theory are well confirmed by the numerical calculations.
Namely, it is confirmed that a classical trajectory in complex
time, defined by Newton’s equation, plays a crucial role in
underbarrier dynamics. Without a nonstationary drive such a
trajectory has a singularity in the complex time plane which
is determined by a form of the static potential barrier and a
particle energy �7–9�. On the other hand, an external pulse of
the Lorentz form in time has a pole at certain complex time.

When this pole is lower in the complex plane than the tra-
jectory singularity, the pronounced outgoing wave packet is
formed.

Under the action of a smooth external drive the underbar-
rier dynamics is not semiclassical �smooth� at all times. At a
certain moment there is a fast process of formation of a
branch of the wave function. The classical trajectory in com-
plex time provides a “bypass” of that complicated dynamics
since along the complex trajectory the semiclassical ap-
proach is never violated.

One has to note that the semiclassical method, including
classical trajectories, relates to a substantially multiquantum
processes assisting tunneling when a nonstationary perturba-
tion is not very small �10–12�.

B. Euclidean resonance

For photon-assisted tunneling �0�h� branch 2 in Fig. 2 is
generated at the position of main branch 1. Therefore, during
this process only a local in space redistribution of density
occurs. In contrast to that, for Euclidean resonance �h�0�
the density redistribution should occur through a finite space
interval. This is clear from Fig. 8 where the maximum of
branch 1-2 is well away from the region close to x=0 from
where the probability should come out.

The completely semiclassical solution, shown in Fig. 8,
exists during the finite time 2�t�1. The wave function from
the region close to x=0 smoothly reaches the maximum
along curve 1-2. Suppose this does not happen. In this case
branch 1-2 in Fig. 8 intersects branch 2-1 at the points a and
b and goes over into the same branch 2-1 at x
b. This
nonsemiclassical abrupt cannot be smooth in time and is as-
sociated with an instability originated at region a�x�b.
This instability implies a short time �of the order of 1 /B�1�
nonsemiclassical perturbations for which the time interval
�t�1 is very long. The instability develops until the system
reaches its semiclassical branches �Fig. 8�, which are almost
static compared to the instability time 1/B. By means of the
formalism of classical trajectories one can connect the two
points in Fig. 8 providing a “bypass” of the complicated
dynamics. So in the limit of large B one has to expect, within
the time interval −�t� t��t, the solution shown in Fig. 8.

Let us take a look at Fig. 9. There is a coincidence be-
tween the numerical curve and the theoretical ones. In order
to obtain an exact coincidence one should shift the lower thin
curve at the interval 2�x�6 by ln �a� where a�0.4 is the
preexponential factor in Eq. �5�. But part of branch 1-2 with
the maximum is not generated. Why?

The time interval �t of existence of semiclassical
branches in Fig. 8, generally speaking, is of the order of
unity. But for the parameters chosen �t�0.22 is relatively
short. This means that the two thin curves in Fig. 9 are not
far from positions when they did touch each other at the
moment −�t and when a did coincide with b. For B=20 one
can estimate B�t�4.4 that is not a sufficiently large number.
In other words, during the interval �t, which is short in our
case, the nonsemiclassical instability does not have time to
be developed. For photon-assisted tunneling �0�h� the
semiclassical parameter is B. For Euclidean resonance �h

0 2 4 6
X

-22.5

-15

-7.5

0

ln
|

|
t = 0.0

= 0.5Ω
ψ

FIG. 9. �Color online� The case of B=20, h=−0.28, and �
=0.5 for the moment t=0. The thick curve shows the numerical
result. The thin curves are analogous to the ones in Fig. 8 and are
calculated from the semiclassical formalism of Sec. III �without a
preexponent�. x is measured in units of V /E0.
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�0� the analogous parameter, which also should be large, is
B�t. We see that the conditions of Euclidean resonance are
more rigorous.

The interval �t does not depend on B. If we take, say,
B=100 �a very thick barrier�, the parameter B�t�22 is
larger, which is more preferable for formation of the maxi-
mum in Fig. 9. Values of B larger than 40 bring essential
problems into the numerical calculations. Fluctuations in the
wave function close to x=0 should be small compared to the
wave function at a large distance which is exponentially
small as exp�−2B /3� or even less. Otherwise these fluctua-
tions would transfer toward larger x and destroy a wave
function at that region.

Another way to increase the parameter B�t is to take a
larger �h� in Eq. �5�, keeping the same B=20. In this case the
minimum of curve 1-2 in Figs. 8 and 9 becomes more deep.
This requires a higher accuracy of calculations which is
impossible for the numerical scheme used. For this reason,
numerical studies of Euclidean resonance require further
efforts.

X. CONCLUSIONS

The numerical solutions confirm the existing theoretical
results that the main features of photon-assisted tunneling

can be described by a classical trajectory in complex time.
The probability of tunneling is governed by analytical prop-
erties of a nonstationary field and by those of a classical
trajectory in the complex plane of time. This supports the
general idea of applicability of trajectories to tunneling in a
nonstationary case.

The results obtained open a way to apply the method of
classical trajectories to more complicated problems of tun-
neling through nonstationary barriers, for example, to Eu-
clidean resonance when the probability of tunneling through
a classical barrier cannot be exponentially small. The pre-
liminary numerical study of Euclidean resonance is pre-
sented in the paper. It is shown that Euclidean resonance
occurs in more thick barriers compared to those allowed by
the numerical scheme used.
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